HERBICIDES
POST EMERGENT HERBICIDES

SEDGEHAMMER®
TURF HERBICIDE

CERTAINTY®
TURF HERBICIDE

SedgeHammer Turf Herbicide
provides post-emergent
control of both purple and
yellow nutsedge.

Certainty® turf herbicide is a postemergence herbicide by Monsanto
which provides:

SedgeHammer Turf Herbicide is absorbed by the foliage,
shoots and roots of sedge plants. The herbicide moves
through the plant’s vascular system to control the rhizomes
and tubers (nutlets). Unsurpassed turf safety on a wide range
of both warm and cool season turf grasses.

∂∂ Outstanding control of purple and
yellow nutsedge
∂∂ Translocates through nutsedge
to attached rhizomes, nutlets and
tubers.
∂∂ 95-100% Control of emerged nutsedge plants.
∂∂ Also controls Kyllinga species and other annual sedges, as well
as 24 additional grass and broadleaf weed species. (See label
for specific species).
∂∂ Labeled for use in, around and over the top of a number of
landscape and nursery ornamentals.
∂∂ Contact your SiteOne rep for more information on Certainty and
all our IT&O products

∂∂ Labeled for use in residential and commercial turf, golf courses
and athletic fields. Can be used as a directed spray around
established woody ornamentals in the landscape.
∂∂ The addition of a nonionic (0.25% v/v) surfactant is needed for
application.
∂∂ Water dispersible granule (WDG) formulation can be tank mixed
with other herbicides.
∂∂ Caution signal word, HRAC group 2B.
SKU

DESCRIPTION

35720

SedgeHammer Turf Herbicide 1.33 oz bottle

SEDGEHAMMER®+
TURF HERBICIDE
Ready to mix, small
volume package size
of SedgeHammer Turf
Herbicide for postemergent control of both purple and yellow nutsedge.
SedgeHammer+ Turf Herbicide is designed to mix in one gallon
of water to treat 1,000 square feet of turf. The herbicide is
absorbed by the weeds foliage, shoots and roots and is moved
through the vascular system to control the rhizomes and
tubers (nutlets).
∂∂ Formulation contains a built in nonionic surfactant, so product
is ready to mix and apply.
∂∂ Unsurpassed turf safety on a wide range of warm and cool
season turf grasses.
∂∂ Convenient package size for backpack sprayers or consumer use.
∂∂ One package will treat 1,000 square feet.
∂∂ Labeled for use on residential and commercial turf, golf courses
and athletic fields. Can be applied as a directed spray around
established woody ornamentals in the landscape.
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SKU

DESCRIPTION

51516

SedgeHammer+ Turf Herbicide 13.5 gram individual
package

FEATURES

SKU

DESCRIPTION

088732

Certainty Herbicide 1.25oz

TRIAMINE JET SPRAY
SPOT WEED KILLER
Three-way amine formulation in a convenient
aerosol can for spot treatments.
Broad-spectrum weed control in a convenient
foaming formulation.

FEATURES

∂∂ 2, 4-D, Mecoprop and Dichlorprop amine formulation
∂∂ Convenient premixed formula in an aerosol can
∂∂ Foam marker shows treated areas
∂∂ Excellent for quick spot treatment applications
SKU

DESCRIPTION

10354222

Selective Herbicide – Spot Weeder – Triamine Jet Spray
– 22 OZ

